Indi Global EOS Notification


Tobii Dynavox is today announcing the global End of Sale of the Indi speech generating device. As of January 15th, 2021, Indi will no longer be available for sale*.

Due to a discontinuation of parts from our manufacturer, repair services for Indi will be limited. Tobii Dynavox will continue to provide technical support and repair services to the best of our ability for Indi customers. We will also continue to honor any standard or current warranties or support agreements. Technical support and repair services will be available until January 15th, 2026, or 5 years after the device was originally purchased, whichever comes first. Once our parts supply is diminished, repair/replacement options will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

For current Indi orders in process, we will do our best to fulfill them.

Follow-up on available products depends on the needs of the individual user, but in general the available options to consider are as follows:

- I-110: If you were considering Indi as your dedicated communication solution, you should consider the I-110 as an alternative.
- Speech Case: If you were considering Indi as a low-cost, introductory communication solution, you should consider the Speech Case as an alternative.
- Indi 7: If you were considering Indi as a low-cost, portable communication solution, you should consider Indi 7 as an alternative.

For additional information regarding the global End of Sale of Indi, please contact Tobii Dynavox Customer Support at www.tobiidynavox.com/about/contact.

For the latest information on all Tobii Dynavox offerings, please visit www.tobiidynavox.com.

* In certain pre-agreed markets, due to tenders and contracts, arrangements have been made to continue fulfilling Indi orders past January 15th.